Baseline and post-deprivation recovery sleep in SCN-lesioned rats.
In humans, advancing age alters sleep patterns, reducing high voltage NREM sleep, sleep bout length, and delta power during NREM sleep. Although the mechanism by which these alterations occur is unknown, age-related changes in normal circadian processes may play a role. Increased age produces histological and functional changes in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), and alters the amplitude and phase of circadian rhythms. To examine the relationship between SCN function and age-related changes in sleep, we produced radiofrequency (RF) lesions of the SCN in rats of different ages and examined sleep behavior before and after sleep deprivation. Three-, 12- and 18-month-old rats received RF or sham lesions of the SCN. After verifying loss of circadian rhythm, 24-h EEG/EMG/temperature recordings were made in dim light before and after 24 h of sleep deprivation using the disk-over-water method. Age-related changes in NREM sleep, sleep bout length, and delta EEG power persisted despite SCN lesions. SCN lesions in all age groups increased baseline NREM sleep by 4% and NREM delta power by 15%, and decreased REM sleep by 10%. Although SCN lesions initially produced more REM and NREM sleep during recovery, 24-h values did not differ. Deteriorating SCN function is unlikely to cause the characteristic changes in sleep that occur with age. Our data also imply that an intact SCN slightly inhibits NREM sleep in the rat. Changes in NREM sleep and delta EEG power during recovery in lesioned rats suggest that the SCN may influence homeostatic regulation.